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Whittier Introduction
¯
40 years ago, I sat where you sit
¯
In-fall of ’65, I was a senior and Bill Geiger arrived to teach English
¯
He was student of Albert Upton, Whittier’s revolutionary teacher of semantics and
communication.
Upton also taught me--and Nixon--which may be why I became the author of
choice for many presidential decision memos.
After graduating in ’66, I went to law school; when Nixon was elected President in
’68, I applied for and was selected to be a White House Fellow--a year long program
of study where I was assigned to Treasury under Paul Volcker.
Following that, I spent almost 5 years on the Nixon/Ford WHS, ultimately
becoming Associate Director of the Domestic Counsel in-charge of General
Government. In that Capacity I authored almost a thousand memos to Nixon, Ford
or their top advisors on policy matters of interest to the president.

II. Watergate Introduction
¯ 43 presidents, only one was born and raised in the West
¯ Congressman, Senator, V-P for two terms and twice elected President, yet we seldom
mention him we are ashamed.
¯ Two presidents were impeached, but Nixon is the only one to have ever resigned-and he did so in disgrace. He had to resign because he had lost the consent of the
people to his stewardship.
¯ What did he do? What awful crimes did he commit? There were no dead bodies in
Watergate; no great embezzlements of public monies; no graft, bribery or corruption.
What did he really do?
¯ That’s right; he participated in the cover-up of a crime. And what crime were they
trying to cover-up? That the real blame for the Watergate break-in lay with the folks
running the Committee to Re-Elect the President--and the cover-up may have
involved the highest levds within the WH itself.
III Themes
¯ Watergate is a tragedy
¯ At its core are simple misunderstandings of two words: covert and contain
¯ Harry Nerhood taught ’It’s not what is that counts; it’s what people think is"
¯ Hamlet quote.

Watergate Presentation
Whittier Introduction
I. Whittier and Nixon
It was not all that long ago that I was sitting where you are sitting: a student at Whittier
College, taking PolySci classes and thinking about whether I would get into law school.
As you must know by now, Whittier has but one really prominent graduate: Dick Nixon. If
you tell virtually anyone that you go to Whittier, they will say, "Oh, that’s where Nixon
went." He was a Congressman, a Senator, Vice-President for two terms and President for
almost two turns. Yet, if you look around our campus, he’s not really remembered: It’s not
like the Kennedy School of Government at Harvard. There’s not even a building named
after him--just an Orthogonian fountain and a small room in the Library.
Why is that? Nixon was, after all, the only one of our 43 Presidents to grow up in the
West--and Whittier is the only college in the entire West to claim the distinction of having
graduated a man who became President. The answer, of course, is Watergate--a shameful
event in and of itself, but whose Cover-up led to Nixon’s forced resignation. He may
America’s only Western President, but he’s also the only one ever to have to resign.
II. Me, Whittier and Watergate
While I started out like you, graduating from here in 1966; I ended up there--working on
Nixon’s staff from 1970 until he resigned in August of 1974. During that time, I was
intimately involved with the folks that brought you Watergate: I knew and worked with all
the major players: On John Ehrlichman’s staff, directly under Bud Krogh, the head
Plumber, along side Gordon Liddy and John Dean, who were at the center of the action. I
worked on Nixon’s defense team: transcribing the tapes, running the Document Rooms and
then being subpoenaed as a witness for both the Pumbers Break-in and the Watergate
Cover-up trials.
Today marks something special for me: It’s been thirty years since I was there, but I’ve
never spoken publicly about what really happened. Lots of other books have been written,
of course, but they didn’t see what I saw and they don’t know what I know. My own book is
about to go to the publisher, so today--at Whittier where I began--I break my silence.
Let’s see if what I have to say is worth hearing. But first, joining us for today’s lecture is
Professor Bill Geiger--my only remaining professor. Bill arrived at Whittier the year I
graduated. --and I took English Lit from him. Since I characterize Watergate as a tragedy,
something I learned from his class, it’s only fitting that he be here, too. Besides, he’s our
living link with the past: He is the prize student of Dr. Albert Upton, Whittier’s famous
professor of language and semantics. Dr. Upton taught me, too, as well as Dick Nixon in
the 1930s. I credit my writing skills to Dr. Upton--and that may also be the reason I was
frequently the ’author of choice’ for Presidential derision memos prepared for Dick Nixon.

Watergate Revisited
Preface
I see Watergate as a classic Greek Tragedy: Our Hero, a man of profound strengths
as well as fatal flaws, struggles mightily against his foes, but in the end is defeated by a
relatively insignificant action taken early in the play. I hope to leave the reader pondering
the question of why--in spite of all we now know--we continue to be sure that everyone
but John Dean was lying, that Dean is the only one to be believed. He was the one who
knew of Liddy’s plans in advance and actually carried out the Cover-up, the man whose
stories of what really happened--after he came into the hands of the government
prosecutors--"escalated" to involve the others.
In the final scene of Hamlet, the prince of Denmark makes a dying request of his friend,
Horatio:
O God! Horatio, what a wounded name,
Things standing thus unknown, shall live behind me.
If thou didst hold me in thy heart,
Absent thee from felicity awhile,
And in this harsh world draw thy breath in pain,
To tell my story.
It is as though they call to me--Nixon, Haldeman, and Ehrlichman--to "draw my
breath in pain to tell their story." And so I shall.

Watergate: A Tragedy Revisited
Geoffrey C. Shepard
© 2005
Chapter II. A Watergate Primmer
It’s been over thirty years since Watergate. Let’s pause a moment before our story begins and remind ourselves
of the factual underpinnings of this story.
The series of events that constitute the Watergate tragedy are best understood if divided into three parts: Events
preceding the break-in of June 17, 1972; the cover-up itself; and events following release of the McCord letter
of March 19, 1973.
Events Preceding the June 17th Break-in
In anticipation of the 1972 re-election campaign, H.R. "Bob" ttaldeman, President Nixon’s Chief of Staff,
requested that John Dean set up a "perfectly legitimate campaign intelligence operation" (Dean’s words to
Nixon on March 21, 1973). At Dean’s instance, the first effort was undertaken by Jack Caulfield, a retired
police officer attached to Dean’s office of Counsel to the President. His plan, entitled "Sandwedge", envisioned
a separate private investigative agency that would contract to supply intelligence services to the Committee to
Re-Elect the President (CRP). Caulfield’s approach was rejected, largely because it was felt that he was not up
to this challenge, and Dean began to focus on another approach.

At the same time, Jeb Magruder, an early White House staffer sent to CRP in mid 1971 to get the Committee
going, had asked Dean to find a lawyer for CRP to respond to a host of important legal issues. Dean asked Egil
"Bud" Krogh, Associate Director of the Domestic Counsel, if his Co-Plumber, David Young, could be made
available. Krogh declined, but identified G. Gordon Liddy, another member of the Plumber’s Unit that had
orchestrated the Fielding Break-in. Dean interviewed Liddy and offered him the job. The idea was for Liddy to
do both the ordinary legal work for Magruder as CRP’s General Counsel, as well as to design an aggressive
political intelligence operation as Dean had been instructed to establish.

Dean first introduced Liddy to John Mitchell, who was still Attorney General, on November 11th . Having
secured Mitchell’s approval, Dean informed Magruder that a candidate had been selected and Liddy joined CRP
in December of 1971. He told others that he had been assured by Dean that he could have $1 million for
campaign intelligence. Liddy first presented his plan on January 27th in the Attorney General’s office at the
Department of Justice. Mitchell, Magruder and Dean were the only others present. There were five or six
professionally prepared charts, each with code names, envisioning a program of ’mugging, bugging, kidnapping
and prostitution’. [FN: Colodny claims the charts were prepared by the CIA, leading some to believe the
Agency knew of Liddy’s plans from the outset.] The plan was rejected as unrealistic and far too expensive.
Liddy complained in the car on the way back that he had been assured of a $1 million budget, but was urged by
Dean and Magruder to submit a revised plan.

Liddy’s revision, now priced at $500,000, was presented to the same group at another meeting in the AG’s
office on February 4th. Proposals for mugging, kidnapping and prostitution had been dropped, but it did identify
specific targets for eavesdropping: the DNC offices at the Watergate Office Building, their Miami Convention
headquarters at the Fontainebleau Hotel, and whichever Democratic candidate ultimately emerged as the front
runner. This time, Dean arrived about twenty minutes after the meeting had started, but he did make the point

that such proposals should not be discussed in the presence of the Attorney General. The meeting ended
without any specific action being taken and with the idea that the plan still needed revision.
Sometime thereafter, but before the end of March, Liddy and Howard Hunt, a former CIA agent who had
worked with Liddy in the Plumber’s Unit, sought out Chuck Colson, Special Counsel to the President, for help
getting approval for the campaign intelligence plan. At their request, Colson called Magruder(while they were
still in his office) and urged approval, saying ifMagruder was not going to use these two individuals for
campaign intelligence, then Colson might use them himself. Following this call (and, again, before the end of
March), Magruder dispensed $37,000 to Liddy, supposedly for reimbursement of expenses already incurred.
Mitchell resigned as Attorney General on March 1st to assume full-time responsibility for heading CRP. At a
meeting in Key Biscayne on March 30th, Magruder presented Liddy’s re-revised plan (now priced at $250,000)
as the eighteenth and final item in a list of pending matters. There were three individuals present: Mitchell,
Magruder and Fred LaRue, another senior CRP official. Stories differ about whether Mitchell actually
approved this version of Liddy’s plan--Mitchell and LaRue consistently deny it; Magruder says he obtained
Mitchell’s express approval (perhaps when LaRue was in the other room on the telephone). In any event,
Magruder acted as though Liddy’s plan had been approved and immediately called ClIP from Miami to
authorize disbursal of substantial funds to Liddy.
Hugh Sloan, CRP’s Treasurer, questioned Liddy’s attempt to draw the sum of $83,000 in a single cash
disbursement. The issue was referred by Sloan to Maury Stans, Chairman of CRP’s Finance Committee, and
from Stans to Mitchell, who reviewed the request with Magruder and then authorized the payment.
The first illegal entry into the offices of the Democratic National Committee in the Watergate Office Building
occurred in May, which included the photographing of files and taps being placed on telephones of two DNC
officials, Larry O’Brien and Spencer Oliver.
Also during this period, Liddy was not getting along with Magruder--even threatening him at one point with
bodily harm. To alleviate a very strained situation, Liddy was transferred sometime in May to a new position as
Counsel to CRP’s Finance Committee, but he retained responsibilities for campaign intelligence.

Results from the initial illegal entry, as well as transcripts from the telephone tap on Spencer Oliver, were given
to Magruder beginning on May 31st and kept in his office in files marked "Gemstone". Magruder shared
information gleaned from these taps with select CRP officials, as well as with Gordon Strachan, a White House
staffer who was Haldeman’s assistant and his assigned liaison to CLIP. In one of the regular morning meetings
between Mitchell and Magruder sometime in early June, Liddy was called in and told the wiretap results from
the original break-in were not satisfactory. Liddy said the tap on O’Brien’s phone was not working and he
would take care of it.
Liddy then convinced James McCord, CRP’s head of security (and a former CIA official), to join a subsequent
Break-in on the night of June 17th, the avowed purpose of which was to fix the tap on O’Brien’s phone. It is
this Break-in which resulted in the arrest of McCord and four Cubans (led by Bernard Barker). Barker had in
his possession over $5,000 in hundred dollar bills, which turned out to have come from CRP. Liddy and Hunt
were not arrested that night, since they were not caught with the others, although Liddy later claimed they were
both in the Watergate Office Building at the time of the arrests.
The Cover-up

The WH and CRP scrambled to contain the damage from these arrests, including putting out an initial statement
denying any CRP connection. Magruder soon learned from Liddy that it was, indeed, his operation. An attempt
was made to obtain McCord’s release from jail before his alias was discovered, but it was unsuccessful. At a
meeting in his apartment on June 19th, Mitchell, joined by Dean, Magruder, LaRue and Robert Mardian, another
senior CRP official, worked on their response--hoping to stop the damage at the Liddy/Hunt/McCord level.
They also were told by Magruder that Liddy already had promised the defendants that their expenses and
defense costs would be covered. The group agreed to perform this undertaking, the original idea being a public
fund on behalf of the Cubans.
Magruder offered to take responsibility for the entire situation, but the idea was rejected because it was felt that
it was simply not credible that he (alone) could have authorized the expenditure of the $199,000 which Liddy
had by then drawn from Sloan. Instead, Mitchell resigned as head of CRP on July 1st and returned to New York
to practice law. The belief at the time was that he had resigned to tend to his wife, Martha, whose drinking and
late night calls to reporters had become an increasing cause of embarrassment and concern.

The group decided to destroy all Gemstone files and concoct a two pronged cover-up strategy: First, to come
up with a plausible explanation for Liddy’s role and his $250,000 budget. Faced with Sloan’s insistence that he
would not lie about amounts that had been disbursed, they decided to claim Liddy’s budget involved $100,000
to provide security for campaign spokespersons in the Surrogate program (whereby Cabinet members and other
political appointees were to campaign on behalf of the President) and $150,000 for convention security and
related items. In furtherance of this scheme, Magruder and Dean convinced Bart Porter, Sloan’s deputy, to
falsely testify to these budgetary figures before a Grand Jury, as also did Magruder. Second, they set out to
convince the seven Break-in defendants (both Liddy and Hunt also having been subsequently arrested) to keep
silent about the involvement of any higher ups. Magruder did not play a significant role in the later cover-up
effort, but Dean was involved in almost every aspect: helping prepare Magruder for his own perjured
testimony, sharing government investigative reports with defense counsel, coordinating the consistency of
various cover-up stories, and orchestrating the raising for and disbursal of funds to the original seven
defendants. [FN: It is also now clear that throughout this cover-up, the principal opponent of any further
disclosure or ’coming clean’ by the White House was John Dean himself, the lawyer sent to contain the
problem to CRP, whose own criminal actions leading up to the Break-in and in furtherance of the cover-up were
not fully understood by others on the White House staff.]
Formal indictments of the seven original Break-in defendants occurred in September of 1972, [FN: Particularly
helpful in ascertaining precisely what federal investigators knew at this time is the 25 page Prosecutorial Memo
prepared by Earl Silbert three days prior to these indictments] but the actual trial did not occur until after
Nixon’s re-election--beginning in January of 1973. All defendants not previously pleading guilty were
convicted on January 30th, but without making any allegations of involvement of any higher ups. To pressure
them to break their silence, Judge Sirica, who had presided over the trial, provisionally sentenced Liddy, Hunt
and McCord to forty years in prison, but postponed actual sentencing for two months, until March 23rd.
Pressures came to a head that March, the week before formal sentencing, with Hunt making additional demands
for money and McCord submitting a letter to Judge Sirica alleging a cover-up. [FN: It is also now clear that
McCord was reporting all of his knowledge of cover-up events to CIA officials throughout this period.] Key
meetings were held involving President Nixon, including Dean’s "cancer on the Presidency" speech and
Nixon’s statement to Mitchell about stonewalling. By mid-week, they had concluded that further action must
be taken and the idea was that Nixon would announce ’new developments’ based on a report by Dean, which he
would then use to call for a new investigation. Dean left for Camp David to finalize his report and, at the same
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time, Sirica released McCord’s letter to the public (on sentencing day, March 23r~), a public disclosure that
burst the Cover-up wide open.
The Aftermath

Dean and Magruder each retained counsel, who soon approached the US Attorney’s office of the District of
Columbia to negotiate on their client’s behalf. A series of face-to-face meetings were held with Dean,
beginning April 5th, and with Magruder, beginning April 13th. Magruder confessed everything he knew at the
outset of his meetings and reached agreement on April 16th to plead to a single conspiracy count. Dean’s story
kept changing over the course of April as he and his counsel bargained for full immunity. About mid-April,
Dean also began to disclose what he knew about other White House activities, unrelated to Watergate, and
turned over a series of documents from the WH Counsel files, including those relating to the Fielding Break-in.
He also opened negotiations with staff of the Ervin Committee concerning possible testimony under a grant of
immunity.
On April 30th, as disclosures increased, Nixon announced the resignations of Haldeman, Ehrlichman and
Richard Kleindienst (who had replaced Mitchell as Attorney General), as well as the termination of Dean.
Nixon also announced Elliott Richardson, then Secretary of Defense, as his nominee to replace Kleindienst as
Attorney General. Shortly thereafter, Dean made the decision to testify before the Ervin Committee under a
grant of immunity, rather than appearing, without immunity, before the Grand Jury (as scheduled for May 5th),
as had been urged by federal prosecutors.
The Senate, through its Judiciary Committee, refused to confirm Richardson as Attorney General without
appointment of an independent prosecutor--both of which were accomplished shortly before the end of May.
[FN: Particularly helpful as to what federal investigators knew at the time of Cox appointment is the 90 page
briefing memorandum prepared for Cox by Earl Silbert.]
The Ervin hearings began on May 17th, but Dean’s testimony beginning June 25th was the only direct allegation
of Presidential involvement. The existence of the White House taping system was disclosed on July 16th.by
Alexander Butterfield, Secretary to the Cabinet. By the end of June, the three career prosecutors who had
worked on the Break-in Trial and conducted negotiations with Dean and Magruder (Earl Silbert,
Campbell and __ Glanzer) were replaced by Archibald Cox and the newly hired attorneys on the Watergate
Special Prosecution Force. This new team decided shortly thereafter to rely on Dean’s testimony and
accusations to make a conspiracy case against Nixon, Ehrlichman and Haldeman. Dean was the single critical
witness: Magruder could testify about events leading up to the Break-in and against Mitchell, but had not had
substantial, post-Break-in contacts with Haldeman, Ehrlichman or Nixon.
Over the next 15 months, there were a series of revelations, developments and court decisions that had
disastrous consequences for the Nixon Presidency. These included:
¯ Appellate court decision upholding the first subpoena for nine WH tapes (October 12, 1973)
¯ The Saturday Night Massacre, when Cox refused to accept the Stennis Compromise and Richardson and
William Ruckleshaus, then Deputy AG, were fired for their refusal to dismiss Cox. (October 20, 1973)
¯ Disclosure of the non-existence of any recording of two of the nine subpoenaed conversations (October
31, 1973)
¯ Disclosure of the existence of an 18 minute gap on one of the subpoenaed conversations (November 26,
1973)
¯ Authorization of the House Judiciary’s Impeachment Inquiry (December, 1973)
¯ Indictments for the CRP Cover-up and the Plumber’s Break-in (March, 1974)
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Publication of the White House Transcripts, (April 30, 1974)
Beginning of the House Judiciary’s Impeachment Hearings (May 9, 1974)
Publication of the House Judiciary’s version of WH Transcripts, containing Nixon’s stonewalling quote
(June 25, 1974)
Convictions in the Plumber’s Trial (July 12, 1974)
Supreme Court decision upholding the subpoena of 64 additional tapes (July 24, 1974)
House Judiciary’s adoption of three Articles of Impeachment (July 30, 1974)
Release of the June 23rd (Smoking Gun) Transcript, wherein Nixon agreed with Haldeman’s suggestion
that they try to use the CIA to head off one aspect of the FBI investigation (August 5, 1974)

These culminated in Nixon’s resignation on August 9, 1974 and in convictions ofHaldeman, Ehrlichman and
Mitchell in the Watergate Cover-Up trial on January 1, 1975. In addition, President Ford’s full pardon of
Nixon, coming one month after his resignation, is thought to be the dominant single factor in Ford’s loss to
Jimmy Carter in November of 1976.
Interim Guidance
Recall, if you will, the footnoted definition of classic tragedy from the previous chapter:

In their introduction to The Complete Greek Drama, the editors cite Aristotle, in Poetics, as defining the
ideal tragic hero: "A man who is highly renowned and prosperous, but one who is not pre-eminently
virtuous and just, whose misfortune, however, is brought upon him not by vice and depravity but by
some error of judgment or frailty." They then allude to A. C. Bradley’s famous interpretation of
Shakespearean tragedy, which envisions a setting in which a moral order reacts violently and
convulsively against certain infractions. From this reaction comes the calamity which befalls the hero,
frequently way out of proportion to the infraction itself, and within this calamity there is a dominating
impression of waste. , pp xxv-xxvi.
What has been summarized in this Primer is well documented and largely uncontroverted. The reasons why
certain things happened and their significance, however, have remained misunderstood to this day. What
follows is my interpretation. After you learn a little more about what was happening behind the scenes and see
events unfold through my eyes, you may well agree with my view of a ’dominating impression of waste’ as the
Watergate story engulph’s the Nixon Presidency.

Shepard’s Watergate Presentation©
Revised 12/15/04

[Slide 1]
I. Introduction
At the outset of my presentation, I’d like to make one thing perfectly clear: It was
entirely appropriate that President Nixon resign, as he did, in August of 1974. He had
lost the faith of the people and the capacity to govern. But that’s not our issue~r our
story.
Instead, our issue is how it came to be that he had to resign--and whether the public has
ever been told the real story. My views are different from any you have heard, but maybe
now you will be able to listen without being told what to think. After all, Nixon’s
resignation occurred over 30 years ago and he’s been dead for more than a decade.
There’s no risk of his coming back--so maybe it’s time for a more dispassionate review
of those fateful events known as Watergate.
Let’s begin with a quick overview of public perceptions about that political scandal:
Conventional Wisdom has evolved into the idea that Nixon knew of--and perhaps helped
to plan--the Break-in in advance; that he personally orchestrated the Cover-up from the
Oval Office; that he personally erased the tape to create the 18 minute gap; and that he
was only found out and forced to resign because of the superb investigative reporting of
two cub reporters, Woodward and Bernstein. In short, Nixon and his staff tried to steal
democracy and to subvert the constitution; but in the end, the system worked and
America won because we proved "no man is above the law".

Shepard’s Version is about 180 degrees different from the conventional wisdom: At its
core, I believe John Dean was responsible, directly or indirectly, for almost all of the
wrong-doing. He committed a whole series of criminal acts which were unknown to his
White House superiors. He then blamed them for his own wrongdoing in sworn
testimony before Congress and in the courts, carefully tailoring his story to suit the needs
of his protectors. The Democratic power structure, knowing full well of Dean’s own
culpability, was quite content to let him off virtually Scot-free in exchange for his
allegations against other White House figures.
To be a little more specific: while criminal acts were certainly committed, they were
primarily done under the direction and control of G. Gordon Liddy and John W. Dean:
Liddy, who had been hired by Dean, orchestrated the Watergate break-ins themselves;
but Dean was responsible for instituting the campaign intelligence operation in the first
place and for directing the entire Cover-up.
Liddy was convicted in the original Watergate Break-in trial--but Dean’s cover-up did
not begin to unravel until the McCord letter was released in open court in March of 1973.

Shortly thereafter, Dean’s central role and culpability in the cover-up was well known
and understood by all the major players in our Nation’s Capital.
Instead of prosecuting the real wrong doer, however, the Democratic majority in the
Senate, through its Judiciary Committee and its Ervin Committee, and in the House,
through the House Judiciary’s Impeachment Inquiry, all aided by the pack of jackals
accompanying the newly appointed Special Prosecutor, undertook an effort to pin
responsibility on Nixon and his senior aides--in a very successful ploy to neutralize and
reverse the 61% majority that Nixon had garnered in his 1972 re-election victory. They
were ably assisted throughout this entire process by an overwhelmingly liberal media,
who uniformly hated Richard Nixon and held him responsible for the Vietnam War.
Oh, there was quite a struggle, since the President, Haldeman and Ehrlichman all kept
insisting on their innocence, but in the end all were brought down in ignominy and
defeat.
The view presented in my book may surprise you, but it is not that of a revisionist whose
ideas come some thirty years removed from actual events. No, I was there at the time, on
the Nixon-Ford WH staff throughout the entire episode--from Gordon Liddy’s hiring in
June of 1971 to Haldeman and Ehrlichman’s conviction and sentencing in the beginning
of 1975. I worked on Nixon’s defense team, transcribed the tapes, ran the document
rooms and was even subpoenaed as a witness at both trials.
So, please remember as we go through this brief overview, that I was there and I just may
know whereof I speak.
II. Role of Liddy and Dean

Let us begin with a brief re-cap of the criminal culpability of Liddy and Dean, all of
which is well documented and undisputed.
[Slide 2]
A. Gordon Liddv’s Three Strikes: G. Gordon Liddy, a former FBI agent and District
Attomey, is someone who should never have been in Government, let alone on the WH
staff. To leam how he got there and who was supposed to supervise him, you will have
to read my book, but for now, let’s just review mayhem he occasioned:
Fielding Break-in: When Daniel Ellsberg, a former intelligence officer at the Pentagon,
leaked the Pentagon Papers to the NY Times, he also appeared to have taken another
75,000 pages of classified documents. The CIA had developed a psychological profile to
try to predict what else he might do, but the WH Plumber’s Unit (of which Liddy was
principal operating officer) was not satisfied. Instead, Liddy convinced his superiors to
undertake a covert mission to review the files of Ellsberg’s psychiatrist, Dr. Lewis
Fielding, who had refused to cooperate with the FBI. Liddy also convinced his superiors
that J. Edgar Hoover was too concerned with his own image to agree to any further ’black

bag’ jobs by the FBI--so they should use some Cubans, whom he knew from his CIA
contacts. Of course, when the team got there on that September night in 1971, they
couldn’t even pick the lock on Fielding’s office door, so--at Liddy’s express
instructions--they faked a drug-related break-in. Of course, they also couldn’t find any
files on Ellsberg, so the whole operation was a total bust.

Watergate Break-in: Liddy soon moved to CRP as its General Counsel, which included
responsibility for creating a campaign intelligence operation. He described his plan for
the Democrats as one of ’mugging, bugging and prostitution’. One of his better ideas
was to tap the phones at the Democratic National Committee offices at the Watergate
Office Complex. When one of these taps didn’t work, he convinced James McCord, a
former CIA agent who was then head of CRP’s own security operation, to join them in a
second break-in the night of June 17, 1972. This time they got caught--and arrested--in
what constituted the first public event of Watergate.
Campaign Contribution Money Laundering: Both these events are well known to the
public, but there is a third Liddy gambit that is key to a complete understanding of
Watergate. Liddy didn’t work out as CRP’s general counsel and was re-assigned as
counsel to the its Finance Committee, where he was responsible for being sure campaign
contributions met legal requirements. This was crucial because new campaign finance
disclosure legislation became effective as of April 7, 1972. With Nixon’s re-election all
but certain, a number of prominent businessmen had decided to contribute to CRP, even
though they usually supported Democrats or didn’t want the size of their support to
become known. This was fully legal as long as such contributions were received prior to
the April 7th deadline. Two contributions play a critical role in Watergate:
The first was a personal cash contribution of $25,000 by Dwayne Andreas, then
CEO of Archer-Daniel-Midlands. The money was left at his Miami apartment for
pickup by Ken Dahlberg, CRP’s Midwest regional fundraiser, before the April 7tl~
deadline--but not actually retrieved until just afterwards. Dahlberg then converted
the cash into a cashier’s check and forwarded it to CRP’s Treasurer.
¯ The second was a set of four checks totaling $89,000 that came in through the
bank account of the Mexican subsidiary of a Texas oil company, who’s CEO did
not want any publicity about his personal contribution for Nixon’s re-election.
With all five checks, now totaling $114,000 being slightly suspect from a disclosure
angle, they were tumed over to Gordon Liddy for special handling. He chose to give
them to his friend Bernard Barker, who ran them through the checking account of his
Miami real estate business, returning the cash to Liddy, who returned it to CRP’s
Treasurer.
Of course, we now know that Bernard Barker was the leader of the Cubans in the
Plumbers’ Break-in, as well as in the Watergate Break-in. When caught red-handed, he
and the other Cubans had a little over $5,000 in crisp new $100 dollar bills, which were
relatively easily traced back to the Federal Reserve Bank in Miami, and from it to
Barker’s bank account, where he had cashed checks made out to CRP that had been
drawn on a Mexican bank. Thus, Liddy’s laundering of the campaign contributions

through Barker was the first critical link of the burglars back to CRP itself. That, and
McCord being a CRP employee, sort of made the connection back to CRP rather clear.
Bad enough that Liddy messed up three separate assignments, his mis-steps also lit a fuse
that led back to President Nixon himself. The fuse took well over a year to get to the
dynamite, but its special significance will come up later in connection with the Smoking
Gun tape.
Liddy was convicted in the original Break-in trial. Along with James McCord, and
provisionally sentenced to 40 years. Never breaking his silence, he served the longest of
any of the defendants, almost four years in prison. He wrote a book entitled Will and is
now a popular radio personality in Washington, DC.
B. John Dean’s Treachery

John Dean, on the other hand, did cooperate and became the star government witness
against President Nixon and his senior aides: he testified before the Ervin Committee in
June of 1973 and the Watergate Cover-up trial in the fall of 1974. Dean served the
shortest sentence of any of the Watergate figures. He was confined at Fort Hollibird a
few short weeks before the Cover-up trial began and released the week following the
convictions of Ehrlichman, Haldeman and Mitchell, thus serving a total of four months,
none of which was really in a prison.
Let’s look again at John Dean’s central role in virtually every aspect of the wrong doing.
[Slide 3]

I submit that John Dean’s treachery consisted of four overlapping areas of involvement,
spanning all of Watergate.
¯

¯

Responsibility for Campaign Intelligence Initiative: As Counsel to the President,
Dean was given the initial assignment of setting up a campaign intelligence operation.
He identified and hired Gordon Liddy to do the job, but apparently exercised no
supervision once Liddy was in place. He certainly participated in both of the first two
meetings in John Mitchell’s office at the Department of Justice in reviewing Liddy’s
formal proposals. Thus, Dean was really the moving party in getting the whole thing
started. While he later claimed he became concerned and told Haldeman that it
should be stopped; Haldeman, to his dying day, had no recollection of any such
conversation and there is no record of Dean even meeting with Haldeman in that
timeframe.
Leadership of Entire Cover-up: Immediately upon the arrest of the initial Watergate
burglars, Dean realized he was personally at risk because of his prior involvement-and he moved eagerly to assume the leadership role in orchestrating the entire coverup. His criminal involvement was never fully appreciated or understood by his White
House superiors, who also had no idea of Dean’s risk of prosecution from his original
involvement. From their point of view, he had been sent to CRP in his position as

Counsel to the President, to prepare a report on what had actually happened and be
sure the problem, whatever else developed, remained at CRP and did not sully the
WH itself.
Every day, all over America, lawyers defend criminal clients without themselves
becoming enmeshed in their client’s wrong doing. This is what the White House
thought Dean was supposed to be doing. But Dean wasn’t really a lawyer in the
ordinary sense. As it develops, he had only practiced law for six months before
coming into Government--and only then for a law firm specializing in FCC
broadcast licenses. Even at that, he was let go after only six months for knowingly
participating in a license application in competition with one of the firm’s clients.

No, this was not an experienced or accomplished lawyer and Dean’s leadership of the
Cover-up began within several days of the initial Watergate arrests. Ultimately, it
involved a series of actions which can be summarized under the heading of
obstruction of justice.
o First, there is what is known in the law as subornation of perjury: the active
encouragement of others to commit perjury--which is, of course, a felony
itself--particularly when those being encouraged to perjure themselves have
been subpoenaed to appear before a federal grand jury. Dean advised,
counseled, and rehearsed Magruder for his appearance before the grand jury,
and worked with Magruder to encourage, prepare, monitor, and coordinate the
false testimony of others at CRP, particularly Bart Porter, CRP’s assistant
treasurer. He also helped to coordinate the testimony being given by the seven
original Watergate burglars themselves.
o Second is misuse of government information: Dean received progress reports
from the Department of Justice’s Criminal Division on their investigation,
ostensibly to aid his own investigation on behalf of the President. These
materials included raw FBI files and witness interviews, as well as the US
Attorney’s theories of what had transpired. Dean illegally and improperly
shared these files with CRP officials and assorted defense counsel, revealing
to them all that he had learned about the status of the government’s
investigation.
¯ Third is destruction of evidence: It is now well understood that Dean
destroyed Hunt’s spiral notebook and telephone index, which had been
removed from Hunt’s safe in Dean’s presence, but which Dean did not turn
over to the FBI. Moreover, this destruction was not disclosed to prosecutors
for months following Dean’s agreement to work with them in exchange for
leniency for his own wrongdoing.
¯ Fourth is witness tampering: Dean was an active participant in the efforts to
buy continued silence from the seven Watergate burglars. Since he knew they
possessed information that put him at risk of prosecution, he could claim no
innocent motive, such as providing for their support and defense, as was
assumed to be the case by almost all the others he involved in this process.

He also tried to convince others at CRP to remove his name from the list of
attendees at the two original meetings with John Mitchell.
Fifth is embezzlement: During the course of the witness payoffs, Dean came
into possession of $22,000 in cash, which he kept in his office safe. He
helped himself to $4,000 of this money when he was short of cash for his
honeymoon, which he then failed to return when his honeymoon was
postponed. Even today, one searches in vain for the ultimate disposition of
the remainder the $22,000.
Of the greatest significance is the fact that Dean was a major participant in the
meetings, discussions, conferences, and initiatives to coordinate and direct the CRP
Cover-up effort. In essence, Dean did not investigate the problem on behalf of the
White House, nor did he work to contain the damage to CRP itself--he became the
desk officer for the entire CRP Cover-up.
You may now be getting the idea that Dean was at the very center of the wrong doing,
but let me go further, since this lies at the very core of my view of what brought the
Watergate tragedy about: I believe the only rational explanation of events is that, while
Dean honestly believed he was doing the White House’s bidding in undertaking his
criminal acts, it never ever occurred to Nixon, Haldeman or Ehrlichman during the entire
time that Dean was responsible for this project that their own lawyer was leading the
Cover-up itself and actively engaged in criminal wrongdoing.
How could this be? You may have read stories about a couple of separate incidents
where star reporters faked a whole series of witnesses to news articles, fight under the
unsuspecting noses of their editors. Oh, there were signs that all was not well, but in a
way, they were too na’fve to even conceive the full extent of the wrongdoing--even
though they interacted with the errant reporters on an every day basis. Likewise, it was
inconceivable to Nixon and his two top aides that their own lawyer would continuously
break the law in his effort to defend the White House.

You will have to get the specific details from my book, but even Dean says he never told
them about any of his specific actions--supposedly so they could preserve deniability.
Now, Dean certainly assumed he was doing their bidding and that’s why he made such a
credible witness--but I don’t believe his superiors ever even begun to comprehend the
extent of his wrongdoing. They thought he was doing the best job he could, in his
capacity as a lawyer.
And this is what brings us to the last two items on the slide--where Dean may have done
even greater damage to the Presidency and to the nation.
¯

Non-Disclosure to White House staff

It’s not just that Dean secretly ran the whole Cover-up and that he did so without any
disclosure of his prior exposure and on-going criminal acts to his superiors at the White
House; he also actively prevented the White House from coming clean about what had

been going on. Instead, he not consistently assured his superiors that there was
absolutely no e}zidence that anyone on the White House staff knew of the illicit
activities--even though he knew otherwise.
Perhaps worse, leach and every time the idea of full disclosure was discussed--whether it
was ’the limited modified hang out’ or lancing the boil of the entire Watergate matter--it
was always John Dean who dissuaded the others from pursuing such a course of action.
Dean kept claiming that since the investigation was ongoing and there were conflicting
versions of events that any White House statement would prejudice the rights of the
defendants. Hei adamantly maintained that disclosure would only lead to more problems.

Of course, his real concern is now clear: Dean and Dean alone knew full well that any
further disclosure would re-focus the spotlight on his own criminal cover-up activities.
Escalating TestimonY in pursuit of Personal Immunity
So Dean is the single central player in the origins of the intelligence plan, in the Cover-up
and in preventing disclosure--perhaps thinking that was precisely what was expected of
him. Once the Cover-up blew, however, he was willing to do anything to save his own
skin:
¯
Only after the cover-up blew and Dean proved unable to write his promised
report was he relieved of responsibility for investigating CRP’s involvement.
There followed as race to make a deal with federal prosecutors: Yes,
Magruder was first in line to jump ship and confess to advance knowledge of
the Break-in--but only Dean knew the full details of the subsequent Coverup, since he had been involved in virtually all of them.
Even when negotiating a deal, however, Dean sought only to save his own
skin--desperately seeking immunity, in turn, from the President; both directly
and though Bob Haldeman; and when that was not forthcoming, from the US
Attorney’s office; and when that was not forthcoming, from the Ervin
Committee, where he was partially successful. But it was the newly arrived
and na’fve Special Prosecutor’s office where Dean really won the jackpot,
becoming their star witness in court--and getting off virtually Scot-free.
Even more troubling, however, it is quite apparent that Dean altered his
version of events to suit the needs of each audience, putting forth whatever
scenario seemed most likely to help him gain immunity and avoid personal
responsibility and prosecution for his central role in the whole Watergate
affair..

I know you may have trouble believing this, but let me assure you that there are
memos in the files of both the Ervin Committee and the Watergate Prosecutor’s office
that document Dean’s wrongdoing and the changes in his version of what happened.
It is the memo from Earl Silbert, the original lead prosecutor in the US Attorney’s
office--who really broke the Cover-up case, by the way--who uses the word,
’escalates’ to describe Dean’s constantly evolving versions of events.

III. Perception versus Reality
[Slide 4]
So much for the real culprits. Let’s now turn to the unfolding of key events in the
Watergate Tragedy--and the real focus of our inquiry will be on what really happened
within the White House itself in the critical 16 months between the time the Cover-up
was disclosed (March 23, 1973) and Nixon resigned (August 9, 1974).

[Slide 5]
Just to quickly set the stage, there were an incredible number of adverse developments
that undermined and ultimately destroyed the Nixon presidency.
* April 30, 1973: Haldeman, Ehrlichman, and Dean leave White House,
Kleindienst resigns as Attorney General
¯ May 17, 1973: Senate’s Ervin Committee Hearings begin
¯ May 25, 1973: Richardson becomes Attorney General, Cox appointed as Special
Prosecutor
¯ June 25, 1973: Dean begins testimony before Ervin Committee
¯ July 16, 1973: Butterfield discloses existence of White House taping system
¯ July 23, 1973 Cox subpoenas nine tapes, Ervin Committee authorizes subpoenas
for all materials from 1972 election
¯ October 12, 1973 Circuit court upholds subpoena for nine WH tapes
¯ October 20, 1973: Saturday Night Massacre
¯ October 31, 1973: Sifica’s Evidentiary Hearing told two subpoenaed tapes do not
exist
¯ November 26, 1973: Disclosure of 18 minute gap in tape of June 20, 1972
¯ December, 1973: House authorizes impeachment inquiry by Judiciary Committee
¯ March, 1974: Special Prosecutor obtains indictments for Plumbers Break-in and
CRP Cover-up
¯ April 18, 1974: Special Prosecutor obtains subpoena for 64 more tapes
¯ April 30, 1974: White House releases tape transcripts, with "Expletives Deleted":
¯ May 9, 1974: House Judiciary begins impeachment hearings
¯ June 25, 1974: House Judiciary releases tape transcripts, including Nixon
instruction to stonewall
¯ July 12, 1974: Ehrlichman convicted in Plumbers Trial
¯ July 24, 1974: Supreme Court upholds subpoena of 64 tapes
¯ July 30, 1974: House Judiciary adopts first of three Articles of Impeachment
¯ August 5, 1974: White House releases transcript from June 23, 1973, the
Smoking Gun
[Slide 6]

But now, let’s reverse course and look--not at when certain critical events were disclosed
to the public, but when they actually occurred
The Watergate occurs and the burglars arrested, but Nixon is in Key Biscayne
¯ John Dean, Counsel to the President, is sent to investigate on behalf of the White
House and to contain the problem at CRP.
This is the first recorded Nixon/Haldeman conversation following Watergate
Break-in. Haldeman’s notes contain the word ’Watergate’, but sections of the
tape are missing (This is the 18 Minute Gap)
This is the next recorded Nixon/Haldeman conversation involving Watergate,
where Nixon agrees to get the CIA to tell the FBI to back off its investigation--a
clear obstruction of justice. (This is the Smoking Gun Tape, whose public release
leads directly to Nixon’s resignation)
¯ John Mitchell resigns as head of CRP. Everyone believes it is because his wife,
Martha, has gone off the deep end, but it later develops he may have known about
the Break-in in advance.
¯ President Nixon resigns from office after an emotional farewell speech in the East
Room of the White House
Something should absolutely jump offthis slide--and that is that the essential events of
the whole Watergate Tragedy occurred within two weeks of the burglary itselfl Oh, it
took over two years for it all to come out--but, like the Titanic (which did not actually
sink until hours after the iceberg ripped open her hull), the mortal damage to the Nixon
Administration occurred almost immediately upon impact.

I believe the vast majority of Americans would be amazed to learn of this scenario-because they have been so conditioned to see Watergate by when these events were
disclosed rather than when they first occurred.
III. Watergate as Tragedy
While you ponder this, I want to develop the parallel idea that Watergate unfolded
something like a Greek tragedy.
Faulkner once said, "The past is not forgotten, it’s not even past." We certainly learned
in the 2004 election that emotions aroused by the Vietnam War are hardly forgotten and
instead lie just below the surface. Well, so do those of Watergate!
I already told you that I was there throughout the entire episode. I’ve been gone from
Washington for over 30 years, but I still get filed up when I re-live those eventful days. I
have, however, come to see Watergate as a classic Greek tragedy.

[Slide 7]
In their introduction to The Complete Greek Drama, the editors cite Aristotle’s
description of the ideal tragic hero, which is shown on this slide.

"A man who is highly renowned and prosperous, but one who is not pre-eminently
virtuous and just, whose misfortune, however, is brought upon him not by vice and
depravity but by some error of judgment or frailty." Poetics.
They then go on to cite A. C. Bradley’s famous interpretation of Shakespearean tragedy,
which envisions a setting in which a moral order reacts violently and convulsively against
certain infractions. From this reaction comes the calamity which befalls the hero,
frequently way out of proportion to the infraction itself, and within this calamity there is a
dominating impression of waste.
There can be no better description of Watergate. The thesis of my book is that the
Watergate Tragedy followed this Greek formula with amazing precision: The Hero,
President Nixon, makes a seemingly innocuous decision somewhere in the Second Act
(his concurrence with Haldeman’s suggestion they ask the CIA to get the FBI to back off
a portion of its investigation). Once committed, the Hero is irretrievably locked into a
struggle he cannot win. Try as he might, in the end he must die (that is, resign the
Presidency)--an outcome entirely out of proportion to his original offense. The
entertainment for the audience, principally the Democrat establishment in control of the
nation’s Capital City, was to watch his valiant, but hopeless, struggle.

So much for our overall review and context. I think John Dean was responsible for
virtually all of it, but Nixon paid the price--and his fate was set almost from the very get
go. Let’s now see if we can understand how it came to pass that the very real criminal
deeds of Gordon Liddy and John Dean were pinned on Nixon, Haldeman and
Ehrlichman.
IV. Role of Divided Government

Let’s begin this review with an exploration of the role that divided government has
played in all three of the great political scandals of our time.
[Slide 8(a)]
Nixon was the first President since Zachary Taylor in 1848 not to have his own election
accompanied by a working majority in both Houses of Congress. As we shall see, it is
very, very difficult to govern when both Houses of Congress are dead-set against your
Presidency.
Nixon was seen by Washington’s permanent Democratic establishment as an aberration
in their virtually unbroken dominance of the Federal Government, which had begun with

the Great Depression. The Democrats had been in power for so long that they controlled
far more than just the Presidency and both Houses of Congress: They also controlled
virtually all the Congressional staff, all the city’s law firms, the few think tanks that then
existed and the all-powerful local media. Television news in those days consisted of
three networks, all headquartered within a few blocks of each other in NYC--and they
were uniformly liberal, too. Yes, Eisenhower had won in the 1950s, but he was really a
non-political career soldier, only nominally a Republican. No, it was his highly partisan
Vice President, that vicious Nixon fellow from California, who seemed intent on
challenging Democratic dominance and the pre-ordained growth of the Great Society. It
was Nixon who needed to be removed so things could get back to normal.

While Nixon won 523 electoral votes in his 1972 re-election, taking every state against
George McGovern except Massachusetts and the District of Columbia, he had no coat
tails: The Democrats increased their lead in the Senate to a 12 seat majority and still held
a 50 seat majority in the House. It was a Congressional majority overwhelmingly
Democratic and anti-Nixon, further inflamed because of the Vietnam War.
Nixon, of course, did three things in connection with his re-election that put him in an
even worse position: First, he campaigned not at all for his Republican colleagues in
Congress. He was fixated on running up Presidential victory of historic proportions-which he did--but by not sharing his popularity or political capital to campaign with
others, he engendered great resentment from Hill Republicans.
Second, he turned on all his political appointments. The day following his election
victory, letters of resignation were demanded from all Presidential appointees. Turnover
is not uncommon in a second term, but instead of thanking his first termers, he referred to
them as "a bunch of burned out volcanoes". Thus, he ended any idea of loyalty from his
own appointees.
Third, he decided to implement his ideas for Executive Branch reorganization, which had
not met with legislative success in the previous Congress, by Executive Order. Thus, he
created four Super Cabinet departments, (of Energy and Natural Resources, of Economic
Resources, of Health and Human Services, and of Housing and Urban Affairs

Displaying, all in all, a degree of hubris and political arrogance which further goaded his
many political enemies into equally aggressive counter-measures.
[Slide 8(b)]
But we now know something entirely different was underway: Nixon’s election was
hardly an aberration. It was the beachhead for a slow, sweeping change--as political
power and dominance migrated over the next 30 years from the liberal Northeast to the
more conservative South and West. Democrats might dispose of Nixon himself, but they
have not been able to stem the tide of history.
[Slide 8(c)]

Something else is revealed by this same slide, which is that each of the real political
scandals in our lifetime all has occurred under strikingly similar circumstances: in the
second term of a President who does not then control either House of Congress.
Why is this? I submit it is because only under those circumstances can there be a
Congress so uniformly opposed to a sitting President that it is willing to trash the entire
Executive Branch in an effort to impose its own political will. Low level political
misdeeds and wrongdoing are an ongoing phenomenon in politics, but authentic witch
hunts only occur when one party alone controls the subpoena power of both Houses of
Congress--and can ignite a spark into such a bonfire that they can impose an
Independent Prosecutor of their own persuasion, whose only goal is to ’get’ the President
and his top aides.
In short, I submit the elements for a perfect political storm, whose goal was to bring
down a President, already were in place with Nixon’s re-election. In retrospect, it would
have been amazing if nothing had happened. If the Watergate burglars had not come
along, something else would have been found as a vehicle for his intended destruction.
V. Sports Analogy
At this point, we’re well past the halfway point in my presentation and many of you are
starting to drift off. To refocus your attention and as a sort of seventh inning stretch, I’d
like to use a sports analogy to better explain how various interests fit into the Watergate
Tragedy.

Let’s assume there are only two baseball teams of real concern: One is accustomed to
long dominating the sport. It has all the money, all the star players and all the trophies.
Let’s call them the Yankees. The other team is a scrappy bunch of folks from out of
town, the perennial also-rans; let’s call them the Red Socks. This is very convenient,
since the colors also fit our slide. You will note that the Red Socks have not been
winners for some time--actually back to about 1923, which is certainly longer than this
chart shows--but last year, ah last year, they came from behind and won the World Series.
How then to the Yankees respond? Well, let’s also assume that sometime during the
pennant race there was an unfortunate incident involving several Red Socks players, who
were caught red-handed, perhaps even on video tape. The incident could have involved
illegal use of steroids or something at a party involving abuse of women. This stuff
happens; it’s unfortunate and certainly illegal, but not at all uncommon throughout the
sport. But this incident took place in New York City, the home town of their recently
disappointed rivals. New York also has an aspiring Attorney General--a real sports
buff--who has decided to investigate and really get to the bottom of whether the team
doctor, and hence its management and owners, might be involved in the illegal
distribution of steroids.

Now, let’s assume the team’s lawyer, who was picked more for his sports knowledge and
ability to get along in the National League than for his legal abilities, is dispatched by the
Front Office to contain the problem to the players who were actually caught and to be
sure the hated prosecutor’s investigation did not adversely affect the entire team--its
pennant race or its valuable public image.
Now, let’s assume the lawyer does a whole bunch of improper things, criminal things that
constitute a cover-up: He destroys evidence and tells the players who were actually
caught to lie--and he even provides them with money to cover their living and legal
expenses while they are under investigation. Naturally, he doesn’t ask anyone about
doing all this--he’s certain he’s doing what he’s expected to do.
Of course, the cover-up doesn’t work and, following the initial trial, one of the players
awaiting sentencing writes a letter to the judge spilling the beans. The team lawyer,
knowing he’s certain to be found out, is the first to jump ship. He tries to get a better deal
for himself by taking all the legal files from the team’s offices, stuff he didn’t even work
on, that potentially exposes all the other player incidents, and possibly even including
cheating on the salary cap or cheating on the TV revenue sharing. Naturally, stories
about these bad things also begin to leak from the Attorney General’s offices to the
press--and to cast their World Series win into doubt and to destroy the value of the Red
Sox franchise. It matters little, of course, that they not only beat the Yankees by coming
from behind, but went on to sweep the whole series in a very convincing fashion--There
actual dominance in the sport itself is all lost in the commotion.

The New York state legislature also gets into the act, holding hearings, subpoenaing
witnesses, granting limited immunity to the team’s lawyer. The press has a field day.
Lives are ruined, careers are ended and marriages fail--but it’s all worth it, since we
really want to get to the bottom of just how the Red Socks won the pennant.
The prosecutor doesn’t like the Red Socks anyway and decides it would be more fun to
try to ruin the whole team then just to prosecute the lawyer who orchestrated the coverup. So he indicates to their lawyer that if he is willing to maintain that the team’s owners
knew of and condoned his cover-up efforts, then the prosecutor will let him off virtually
Scot-free.
The charge brought by the prosecutor is an over arching conspiracy charge, alleging the
Red Socks owners and team management not only knew of the steroid use in advance,
but were active participants in their lawyer’s cover-up. Of course, they try the case in
New York City, since everyone knows that’s the best place for the Red Socks to find a
jury of their peers. And, of course, it’s no defense that other teams, perhaps even the
vaunted Yankees, may have condoned the use of steroids or tried to cover-up other player
scandals. No, use of steroids is clearly illegal and the case had been brought only against
the Red Socks.
Now, here’s the hard part--and the real reason for the sports analogy: It’s very clear that
Red Socks owners wanted to win the pennant and to protect the value of their team

franchise. It’s also clear that disclosure about wider team usage of steroids would not be
helpful. The prosecutor thus can allege that each and every step they took to win the
pennant or to protect the value of their franchise was another overt act in the continuing
cover-up about steroid use. Besides, their former lawyer says he is certain his cover-up
actions were what they wanted him to do--even though they never discussed it with him
in any detail. The Red Socks owners deny it, of course, but the issue for the jury--all
staunch New Yorkers, by the way--is to try to sort out efforts to win the championship
from efforts to cover-up steroid use. For them, the case is quite simple: they’ve seen the
news stories about the cover-up and know their Attorney General is a media hero. The
owners are all convicted of the conspiracy charge, as well as related perjury charges,
since it is obvious they were lying when they said they were only trying to win the
pennant.
The owners are all thrown out of baseball and America’s favorite pass time is safe once
again, but--who knows? We’re right here on the chart (at Nixon’s resignation)--the
Yankee’s reign may be ending and the Red Socks may continue to win in future years!

But our issue, particularly in a conspiracy charge, is how any jury could distinguish
between trying to win a sports or political contest from trying to cover up a difficult
incident. We already have motive, we have one person (whom we’re letting off) saying
they were all in it together. We don’t like these people anyway. We don’t need anymore
to find them guilty.
I think it’s something worth pondering as we get back to our Watergate story.
VI. Demise of the Nixon Administration

I already listed some twenty adverse developments that combined to bring down the
Nixon Administration--and told you that I believe the only conclusion that makes sense
of all these events is that no one--at least among Nixon, Haldeman and Ehrlichman--had
even the remotest idea that John Dean was actively breaking the law in his efforts as the
President’s lawyer to contain the political damage from the Break-in.
You will have to get the full story from my book, but let’s look at just two sample events.
I think I can show you that there is a distinct possibility that what you have been led to
believe is quite far from what actually happened.

1. Nixon’s Instructions to Stonewall
First, let’s turn to the Stonewall quote, one of the proofs cited by those who would have
you believe that Nixon was in on the Cover-up from the very start. It is a segment taken
from the John Dean meeting of March 22, 1973, but occurring after Dean has left the
President’s EOB office.

Since Dean had already had left, this segment was not included in the Transcripts
released by the White House in April of 1974. It is only found in transcripts released by
the House Judiciary Committee two months later. Let’s reproduce their version here:

[Slide 9]
I don’t give a shit what happens.
I want you all to stonewall it,
let them plead the 5th Amendment,
cover-up or anything else,
if it’ll save it--save the plan.
That’s the whole point.

Well, there you have it! President Nixon--with his own words--has indicated a full
knowledge of a Cover-up plan, and one that needs to be protected at all costs. This is
perhaps the most famous segment of the tapes--proof of Nixon’s guilt for all to see. It
has been on the cover of Newsweek Magazine and is featured prominently in all the
Watergate books. It was also introduced into evidence at the CRP Cover-up Trial. What
could possibly be clearer proof of Presidential knowledge of and involvement in the
Cover-up Plan?
Unfortunately--for Nixon, his aides and the Nation--this is a demonstrably inaccurate
transcription of what the President actually said. The House Judiciary transcript contains
at least two critical errors that may or may not have been intentionally included by their
staff.
To understand what is really being said, you have to look at the whole thrust of the
conversation, what comes before that famous admonition, as well as what follows:
Coming before, and according to the Judiciary’s own version:

Now let me make this clear. I thought it was a very cruel thing as it turned
out--although at the time I had to tell [unintelligible]--what happened to
Adams. I don’t want it to happen with Watergate--the Watergate matter. I
think he made a, made a mistake, but he shouldn’t have been sacked, he
shouldn’t have been--And, uh, for that reason, I am perfectly willing to-The critical stonewall quote, then, falls in the middle of another thought, so let’s put the
whole thing in context:
--Note the President is talking to his best friend, John Mitchell, whom he already
had removed as head of CRP the year before. He now has to tell his friend, in a
painful and private conversation, that he cannot protect him from prosecution.
That the President of the United States is not going to take any action to prevent
CRP employees from having to appear before the Federal Grand Jury now reinvestigating the whole Watergate matter in light of McCord’s letter. (Within a
month of this conversation, the President further announced that members of the
White House staff also would be made available to testify.)

--Second, note the reference to Sherman Adams, Eisenhower’s Chief of Staff.
Adams stood accused of accepting a Vicuna coat from Bernard Goldfine, who had
pending business before two Federal regulatory agencies. Nixon, Vice President
at the time, felt Adams had been immediately and unceremoniously sacked-without being given the opportunity even to defend himself.

Now, read the rest of the conversation again, especially the very next paragraph-because Nixon goes on to say, that while CRP staff will have to appear before the Grand
Jury (Mitchell, included, of course), Nixon doesn’t particularly care what they actually
say in their own defense, since each person is going to have to decide for himself what is
in his own best interest-- continuing to lie or testifying truthfully.
Now, let’s look at a correct transcript of what the President actually said.
[Slide 10]
I don’t give a shit what happens. Go down and sto-, stonewall it; Tell ’era, ’plead
the 5th Amendment, cover-up’ or anything else, if it’ll save ’em--save it for ’em.
That’s the whole point.
But, "Wait!" you say, "What have you done? You’ve changed several critical parts.
First, you changed his direct order ’Iwantyou to’ to a much more ambiguous ’Go down
and’. Most importantly, if you use the words ’save it for them’ instead of ’save theplan’,
you change the whole meaning of the quote: He’s not telling Mitchell to lie; he’s telling
him that it would be better for everyone if CRP’s people told the truth. You have the
President saying exactly the opposite of what we have been told that he said. By what
authority do you change the transcript?"
Well, my friends, I transcribed this part, too--even though the White House decided not
to publish it, since Dean already had left the room--and the subpoena was only for the
Nixon/Dean conversation. Now, I grant you the tape is not crystal clear--in fact, it is
among the most difficult of the tapes to understand or transcribe. But, in my humble
opinion--and from my very own notes at the time, as well as using the more
sophisticated electronic filters now available, my transcription is by far the more
accurate. It also makes the most sense in the overall context of the conversation.
Just to prove it, let’s go on and finish the transcript, so you can put my version into the
context of what immediately follows--and about this portion, there is no argument over
what is said.
[Slide 11 ]

On the other hand, I would prefer, as I said to you, that you do it the other way
[have everyone tell the truth]. And I would particularly prefer to do it that other
way if it’s going to come out that way anyway. And that my view, with the

number of jackass people that they’ve got that they can call, they’re going to. The
story they get out through leaks, charges, and so forth, and innuendos, will be a
hell of a lot worse than the story they’re going to get out by just letting it out
there.
I submit that what at that time was released to the world by the House Judiciary as proof
positive of Presidential knowledge of a Cover-up Plan turns out to say precisely the
opposite of what we were told. Whoever prepared this transcript on the Inquiry Staff of
House Judiciary went much further than an objective transcript. Here--and in lots of
cases where the tapes were unclear--where they couldn’t make out the words with any
precision. They simply invented them--and wrote down what they wanted to have heard
rather than only what they really couM hear!

In the midst of the Watergate fray--what with the House Judiciary saying their
transcripts were by far superior to those from the White House itself--the House version
was of immense impact--and the public was left with the clear, but completely
erroneous, impression that Nixon knew and participated in a Cover-up Plan, just as Dean
was alleging.
2. Release of the Smoking Gun tape.
Let’s turn now to the last straw, the event that broke the back of the Nixon Presidency:
the release of the Smoking Gun tape.
You will remember that it was the release of this tape on August 5th of 1974, following
the 8-0 Supreme Court decision that all 64 subpoenaed tapes had to be turned over, that
sealed the President’s fate and led directly to his resignation four days later.
[Slide 12]
First, let’s look at the precise operative language. It is clear and unambiguous that the
President agrees with Haldeman’s suggestion of using the CIA to cut off one aspect of
the FBI’s investigation. The critical part of the conversation is quite short and to the
point:

[T]hey’ll stop if we could take this other route.
P: All right
H: And you seem to think the thing to do is get them to stop?
P: Right, fine.
H: They [Mitchell and Dean] say the only way to do that is from White House
instructions. And it’s got to be to Helms and to--as, what’s his name? Walters.
And the proposal would be that Ehrlichman and I call them and say, ah-P: All right, fine ....

This constitutes a clear obstruction of justice--especially if you believe Nixon knew of
the Break-in in advance. This is the tape theyplay for all the school kids visiting the
National Archives, because it is much clearer and capsulizes all ofWatergate: A
President agreeing with a subordinate’s suggestion that they interfere with an ongoing
investigation.
[Slide 13]
But let’s look at a fuller version of their conversation and see if we can determine what it
is that they are really talking about. At its beginning, Haldeman is updating the President
about the status of the FBI investigation:
"Their investigation is now leading into some productive areas--because they’ve
been able to trace the money--not through the money itself--but through the
bank sources--the banker. And, it now goes in some directions we don’t want it
to go."

Haldeman goes on to say that both Mitchell and Dean have recommended trying to get
the CIA to tell the FBI to back off this portion of their investigation.
[Slide 14]
Now, let me show you the part of transcript that immediately precedes the ’smoking gun’
section I showed you on the previous slide--and, it’s important at this point that you
harken back to what I told you about Gordon Liddy laundering the campaign
contributions--because it’s quite clear that is what this conversation is all about:.
P: They’ve traced the money? Who’d they trace it to?
H: Well, they’ve traced it to a name, but they haven’t gotten to the guy yet.
P: Would it be somebody here?
H: Ken Dahlberg
P: Who the hell is Ken Dahlberg?
H: He gave $25,000 in Minnesota and the check went directly to this guy Barker.
P: It isn’t from the Committee, though, from Stans?
H: Yeah. It is. It’s directly traceable and there some more through some Texas

people that went to the Mexican bank--which can also be traced to the Mexican
bank--they’ll get their names today.
Now today we know something else, don’t we? We know the stuff about campaign
contributions had virtually nothing to do with the Watergate Break-in itself. We also
know that using the CIA was Dean’s idea and that, in the context in which it was
presented, it was only to prevent inquiries into these campaign contributions--to spare
prominent contributors from possible public disclosure. It certainly did not go to the core
of the wrong doing--there is no evidence that either Nixon or Haldeman were trying to
shut off the FBI’s investigation of the burglary itself or to its being traced back to CRP,
since it is self-evident that that has already had occurred.

I grant you that all of this is not crystal clear from the tape itself--and it’s certainly not
Nixon’s finest moment; but remember, you also have to view this transcript in the context
of what actually happened afterwards: When Ehrlichman and Haldeman met with the
CIA, the only thing they asked them to do was to take steps to shut off any further FBI
investigation into the Mexican bank account activity. Even then, the CIA did not
continue to insist on the WH request--and the FBI’s investigation into the Mexican bank
campaign contribution was delayed by only nine days.
Whether this really constitutes an outright obstruction of justice by Nixon and Haldeman
depends upon the facts and circumstances. It really doesn’t matter whether you believe it
was a technical violation of law; I submit it is hardly a reason for a President to have
resigned. If you believe stuff like this does not go on in every Administration, you really
don’t understand how our government works.
But by the time this transcript was released in August of 1974, however, and it that
atmosphere of national hysteria, Nixon really had no choice: he had completely lost the
confidence and consent of the People. So, resign he did~n August 9, 1974.
VII. Cover-up Trial
With Nixon out of the way--and safe from certain prosecution because of Ford’s pardon-all that was left to do was to imprison his henchmen. IfNixon was out of reach, the
Special Prosecutor could at least get his senior aides.

In the end, folks will tell you that all the defendants got their day in court--and every one
of the President’s men was convicted on all counts after a full and fair trial. And, that’s
true--they sure were convicted. The question for us is whether that trial was more like
the Salem witch trials of the 1600s or the scandalous child abuse trials of the 1980s for
certain day care operators: a circus more than a trial, without any of the rudiments of due
process guaranteed in our constitution.
[Slide 15]
Rudiments of Due Process:
Let’s look at the sorts of protections promised even to the most despised defendants
¯

Prosecutorial Discretion (In Re Sealed Case)

There are three branches of the Federal Government, each held from the exercise of
abusive power by a system of checks and balances. Where, one might ask rhetorically,
were the checks and balances on the Special Prosecutor?

Instead of a career prosecutor, familiar with all sorts of criminal activity and forced to
allocate scarce prosecutorial resources among a wide variety of criminal misconduct, you

had a dedicated Special Prosecutor, whose sole goal was to nail the President and his
senior staff. It was no accident virtually everyone on Cox’s staff came from Harvard
Law School and that the only previous experience among those few who had any
previous experience at all was from serving in the Kennedy/Johnson Administrations, but
not, of course, as criminal prosecutors. You need only read some of their staff memos-now publicly available in the National Archives--" or some of their later books, to
understand that this was--from the outset--a political witch hunt.

In addition, there was the nature of the charges brought: a single overarching conspiracy
count, to obstruct justice, coupled with various perjury counts against individual
defendants. Remember my sports analogy. The great danger of conspiracy counts is
their potential for abuse by prosecutors seeking to obtain a conviction at any cost. As
you will recall, there is no real need for a specific showing of proof as against any given
individual: all you need is a group of people committed to an improper course of action,
coupled with a single criminal act in furtherance of that conspiracy by one of the group’s
members.
Since everyone’s job was to re-elect the President--and disclosures about Watergate
would have an adverse effect on that goal--no further motive or need to show a
conspiracy was necessary. Of course, then you had John Dean testifying in all apparent
sincerity that he was certain that his criminal acts were known to and authorized by the
others. In essence, they criminalized the electoral process, but only for one side. It did
not matter that there was no objective proof other than John’s bare assertions; it did not
matter that there was no mention of any conspiracy when John first came to see the US
Attorney or when he testified before the Ervin Committee. It did not matter that none of
the tapes, especially the ones involving all of the key players just before the Cover-up
blew, give any indication that Dean had told his superiors of his criminal acts or contain
any hint of a knowing conspiracy among them. No, it only mattered that the conspiracy
charge could be maintained with the barest of supporting evidence.
Opportunity to Present a Defense
The resources brought to trial also were somewhat one-sided: The defendants were not
wealthy men to begin with--and had been in government service for the previous four
years. When they finally got their day in court, they had been unemployed for a year and
a half and had been dragged before several different grand juries, forced to testify before
the Ervin Committee, and harangued by the press on a daily basis. Their lawyers
couldn’t even see the defendant’s own files--nor have any access to the tapes--to prepare
their defense. Yet, they were forced to counter the full court press of dozens and dozens
of prosecutors armed with tens of millions of dollars of public resources. It proved
something of an uneven match.
Further, the key witness was missing. Ehrlichman and Haldeman’s principle defense was
that they were acting at the President’s instruction--but that neither they nor the
President knew of Dean’s specific criminal activities. The prime individual missing from
the entire trial, however, was President Nixon himself. He was on the West Coast with

phlebitis--and too sick to testify--so the defendants were left without much of a defense
at all.
¯

Unbiased judge

Judge Sirica had tried the original Break-in Trial, where he relished the spotlight and
frequently acted as prosecutor. He has been severely criticized for sentencing Liddy,
Hunt and McCord to 40 years in prison for something other defendants would not even
have gone to jail for. There were no sentencing guidelines in those days.

Bad enough, but once the McCord letter broke the Cover-up wide open, Sirica refused to
relinquish his starring role: His conduct during the Evidentiary Hearing on the White
House tapes, where he presided over what can only be described as a Star Chamber
proceeding, is unprecedented in modern times.
He then insisted on presiding at the Cover-up trial itself, even choosing to question
witnesses and defendants, whether they were sworn or not. No lawyer is proud of
Sirica’s judicial temperament, conduct or questioning of witnesses from the bench during
the trial. It is virtually impossible to maintain that he was functioning in an unbiased and
judicious capacity. In essence, Sirica functioned as a part of the Special Prosecutor’s
office, which in turn was functioning as a part of the Legislative Branch, unfettered and
totally unsupervised by anyone in the Executive Branch.
¯

Unbiased and Untainted Jury

And so we come to the jury--that bastion of freedom promised every defendant--trial
before an unbiased and untainted jury of your peers. It stands at the very core of our
system of justice.
Yet the jury pool in the District of Columbia is the most heavily Democratic in the entire
nation: Then, as now, their vote is consistently 90% Democratic. Moreover, citizens in
the Nation’s Capital were subjected to massive, daily media barrage of attention on all
the alleged wrong doing of Watergate--almost 10 times as much media coverage as the
rest of the nation was exposed to. The very idea that you could try a political case in the
District of Columbia after all that adverse publicity--and beginning less than two months
after the unprecedented resignation of Richard Nixon--is simply ludicrous.

You may recall that one of the prime reasons cited by CIinton’s Independent Prosecutor
for not indicting him for perjury once he had left office was the obvious inability to
secure a conviction from any jury within the District of Columbia. The reverse is also
true: The jury in the Cover-up trial was more of a lynch mob than an unbiased jury.
The core charge of the Cover-up trial was an overarching conspiracy to obstruct justice.
Dean, who was clearly guilty, testified they were all in it together. But his oral testimony
stood alone: Even today, there has emerged no objective proof that Haldeman or
Ehrlichman directed, much less even knew of, Dean’s criminal acts.

Nonetheless, in that highly charged atmosphere, the jury convicted all major figures on
all counts after only a few hours of deliberation. What of any appeal? Well, one of the
three appellate judges did find the jury pool had been poisoned by the news coverage and
felt the trial should have been postponed, but the two others--both appointed by
Democrats--simply held their noses and decided it was better to get on with healing a
wounded nation.
VIII. Conclusion
[Slide 16]

You will have to read my book to learn all the details about what really went on during
the long slow demise of the Nixon Administration, but today we all know three things for
sure:
--The shock that a President would tape his conversations was entirely invalid and
misplaced: Every WH had a taping system, from Roosevelt forward, although
only Nixon taped intimate conversations with his own staff.
--No Administration is safe from a Special Prosecutor. When the sole goal is to
get a President, injustice is sure to follow: Remember the $45 million spent
investigating the Iran Contra Affair? Remember Ken Starr and how many felt his
actions were highly partisan?
--Impeachment of a sitting President is not without serious political consequences.
In Watergate’s aftermath, we really did lose the Vietnam War, as well as almost
all our progress in the war against drugs, and, of course, the whole idea of a
strong Executive Branch.

I hope you will want to read my book to evaluate my perspectives against conventional
wisdom. I also hope, after you have thought about it, the whole Watergate Tragedy
should leave you with an overwhelming sense--not of victory--but of waste.

History professor’s legacy lives on through teaching
prize established in his honor.

A good student
is always slightly crazy,"
Harry W. Nerhood once
said. "That’s part of the deal. If you take a
student and don’t stir him up in one way
or another, you’re not doing your job."
The job, as described by Nerhood, was to
get students to think. For more than 50
years, Nerhood did just that on the Poet
campus, and he was beloved and revered
for it. So much so, in fact, that the college’s teaching award was named for him.
The award for teaching excellence
was first given at Whittier in 1977 to
Michael McBride, professor of political
science. The feeling on campus in the
198Os was that the award should be
named for a retired faculty member who
was universally regarded as an excellent
teacher. Professor of History Robert Marks,
who was associate dean of the faculty

at the time, suggested Nerhood. The
suggestion was embraced unanimously,
and since 1985, it has been called
The Harry" W. Nerhood Teaching
Excellence A~vard.
"In many ways, Harry was the
model of wbat it meant to be a faculty
member at Whittier College," said
Marks. "He wanted to be in the classroom, and he got energy from his
students."
Nerhood came to Whittier College
in 1939. Although he was a historian, he
also taught social sciences and economics.
"He was a Renaissance man--he taught in
more than one area, which was what the
college needed at the time," said Hilmi
Ibrahim, professor of physical education
and recreation. "Teaching outside one’s
area was a general practice due to the
institution’s bruited faculty size," said Don
NuttaH, professor emeritus of history.
Nerhood was an active part of campus life. From 1940 to 1942, he and his
wife, Leona, were faculty residents in
Wardman Hall, which was then a dormitory for men. From 1951 until his retirement
in 1975, he chaired the Department of
History, and for much of his time at
Whittier, he was secretary of the faculty.

"In those days," explained Ibrahim,
"the president ran the faculty meetings.
President Smith asked Harry to start taking
notes--he took beautifully detailed minutes." Nerhood ~vas called "Happy Harry,"
though never to his face, said Bill Geiger
’62, professor of English. ("I called him
’Dr. Nerhood’ ",after I started teaching
here," said Geiger, "until he said, ’Bill,
you may call me Harry..’ ") And Nerhood
played Santa Claus at the annual Christmas
party.. Nerhood ~vas also active as a scholar,
and he had an interest in non-Western
civilizations. "He wrote his Ph.D. on
African history at a time when no one was
thinking about Africa," said Ibrahim.
Nerhood was also a scholar of Russian
history "during the McCarthy era, which
was unpopular," said Geiger, "but he wanted
people to understand Russian history and
politics."
But Nerhood’s real love ~vas the
classroom. "Harry was an excellent lecturer," Geiger recalled. (He took several
classes from Nerhood ~vhen he ~vas an
undergraduate.) "He was an orderly
professor--an enormous amount of care
went into the design of his lectures and
related course materials. He gave us an
excellent background."

famous of these perhaps being
"It’s not what is that matters;
it’s what man thinks is that
matters."
"This was Harry’s definition of the 20th century," said
Geiger. The idea that the same
event could be interpreted differently by different groups
was "very forward looMng
at the time," said Ibrahim.
Nerhood taught for
36 years until he relired at
the dose of the 1974-75
academic year. After he
retired, Nerhood, a Quaker by
conversion, taught at First Friends Church
and at the local reform school. He was
frequently on the Whittier campus, taMng
courses that interested him. But it wasn’t
long before he was back in the classroom
at Whittier as a professor. "I became
associate dean for the Liberal Education
Program in 1982 or so," recalled Marks.
"I was teaching Russian history classes at
the time. We wanted to keep the Russian
history program going, so I had Harry
teach those classes."
At about the same time, the college’s
curriculum was changing to include
paired and team-taught courses as well as
requiring that students take non-Western
courses. At a faculty dinner held toward
the end of one academic year, Nerhood
and Ibral~im had an ~er-dinner chat that
lead to them creating a yearlong course
called "Arabs and Muslims," complete
with a textbook written by them. Nerhood
taught that course until 1988 when he
retired for the second and final time.
(Joe Price, professor of religious studies,
now teaches the course with Ibrahim.)
Nerhood’s contributions to Whittier
were neatly summed up by Joseph
Fairbanks, professor emeritus of history,
when he presented Nerhood with an
honorary degree in 1995: "Harry W.

Nerhood, you once said, ’A good student
is always slightly crazy.. That’s part of the
deal. If you take a student and don’t stir
him up one way or another, you’re not
doing your job.’ Professor merhood, for
five decades you have stirred up young
men and women as a beloved professor
at Whittier College. With a mixture of
humor and rhetorical genius uniquely
yours, your courses taught thousands of
students to adopt the critical perspectives
of history. Your success as a model of
pedagogical excellence has been recognized by the faculty of this institution in
the college’s teaching excellence award,
which since 1985 has borne your name.
Your commitment to this institution-lifelong, sincere and without reservation-has contributed substantially to the
college’s national reputation as
a place ~vhere teaching excellence is a
badge of honor worn proudly by a
scholarly faculty."
Harry W. Nerhood died April 24,
1998. But he lives on in those who teachand those who learn. ~

Editor’s note: In future issues
cover additional W~ittier legends.

